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Will Bradley, Hot:el St:at:ler Signed.
for 22nd Promenade Thursday, April 9
Some like it hot and some like it sweet but you'll get them both at the Grand Ballroom of the
Hotel Statler on April 9th when W.ill Bradley and his celebrated crew take over the bandstand at
the twenty-second annual Carroll promenade.
,
Prom King Bill Dowling announced Bradley and his band had been definitely signed to provide
music for the year's greatest social event. The transaction was completed through the Cleveland

Gorman Renamed
Night: Session Head
The Evening Session students elected
officers for the second semester recently. Frank Gorman was reelected
president and Rosemary Powers reelected vice-president. Jean O'Linn was
elected secretary, and Martin Dwyer,
treasurer.
The evening session debate team under the guidance of the moderator,
?>ir. Herbert H. Petit, has debated for
the first time. The question was: Resolved: that the benefits of a survey
course in English Literature are not
sufficient to warrant its continuance as
a required course.
Members of the debate team include:
Hugh Brennan, Dora Casino, William
Downey, Clare Gardner, Robert Hunter, Avis O'Rourke, and Helen Shuleva. The next meeting is scheduled for
March 6.

*

•

•

At the regular meeting of o£ficers

and student council Wednesday, March
4, plans were discussed for a spring
dance after Easter, and for a raffle to
strengthen a depleted treasury.

•

•

•

The first summer Evening Session
will begin June 16 and end August 22.
It will be possible to fmish a semester' a
work in two subjects. Courses will be
offered in Accounting, Typewriting,
Shorthand, Businesss Law, French,
German, Spanish, English, History,
Government and Mathematics. A course
in Spherical Trigonometry, introduced
at the suggestion of the Navy, will be
offered.
The summer evening session will
enable a part- time student to finish
within four or four-and-a-half years.

office of theWilliam Morris Agency.
In obtaining the services of this topnotch organization, the prom co=ittee has secured for Carroll men a band
that has made one of the fastest rises
in dance band history. Formed a little
over two years ago, Will's band has already acquired a distinctive style that
has placed this group in great demand
for college dances, theatres, and hotels
from coast to coast.
HITS IDGH SPOTS
During his pyramidic rise in the musical world, Bradley has played in such
famous spots as the Hotels Astor, and
Biltmore, New York; Meadowbrook;
Glen Island Casino; and the trombone
maestro recently appeared at the Palace Theatre in Cleveland.
Featured in the Bradley band is the
pert and charming vocalist, Lynn Gardner, whose vocal style and personality are making a name for her in the
musical world. Handling the male vocals is handsome Terry Allen who is
another bright spot in the Bradley
crew.
As in the past two years, there will
be no dinner preceeding the dancing.
Favors for the occasion have already
been selected and the committee promises useful and novel gifts for the
young ladies. Because the government
has levied a 10 o/o lu..~ury ta.x on all
dances and since even the prom favors
are taxable, the committee finds it
necessary to raise the price of the bids
to $5.00. This additional dollar will
barely coverthe tax costs of both.
Bids may be obtained from committeemen or at the regular ticket office
at the entrance to the Administration
Building. The office will be open every
noon and sudents are urged to use the
installment plan which has been utilized so successfully in previous years.
Tom Corrigan is in charge of installment sales of bids.
Before organizing his own orchestra,
Bradley was associated with such famous units as Kostelanetz, Raymond
Paige, Freddie Rich and a dozen more.

Meet LTS Guest Players • • •

Her Majesty . . .

Will Bradley, original promulgator of the "boogie beat" has been contracted
to play at the prom, April 9at the Statler.

Glee Club Goes Into Intensive
Rehearsal for Waring Contest
Miss

(above )

prom, according to William Dowling,
prom king.

Executive Board of
Control Appoint:ed
Due to the difficulty in arranging
time for meetings of the entire staff,
Ted Saker, editor of the News, appointed an executive board of control, of
which he is chairman.
Members of the board include heads
of the vat:ious departments and are:
Pat Columbro, business manager; Ed
Kipfstuhl, sports editor; Richard Gotrick, copy editor; and Dan Vance, feature editor. The board will meet once
or twice a week and plans will be forwarded to staff members through personal contacts by the departmental
heads.

Debaters Meet Smith;
Enter Kent Tourney
Representing

"Beggar on Horseback", this year's LTS production, scheduled for April 17,
18, and 19, has more over which to boast than its rip-roaring humor and topnotch plot. Above is evidence for one of the greatest attractions, i.e., four of
the female artists who are guest performers for this year's production.
(Left to right) Kay Evans of Warren. Felicia Cetkowski of Cleveland, Mary
Frances Hogan of Niles, and ;Margery Westcott, another local girl, from Notre
Dame College will appear as June, Cynthia, Gladys and Mrs. Cady, respectively.
Last night, the first dress rehearsal was held and Mr. Frank J. Wiess, director, expressed satisfaction at the performance's continuity.

Carolyne Giebel, will

reign as queen of the 22nd Carroll

Glee Club, under the direction of Father Frank Murphy, S. J.,
a.nd Dr. Louis L. Balogh is moving into high gear in preparation
for the Fred War.i ng Collegiate Glee Club oontest. According to

specifications, the club must have three songs prepared whieh
they will record, March 27th, at WTAM. One of the three songs
is the Fred Waring prize song arranged
by him, "All Through The Night."
Father Frank Murphy, S. J., moderator
has announced that the other two songs
are "Panis Angelicus" and Father Kiefer's "Sons of Carroll" which will be
sung in unison.
The club has received permission to
practice during the convocation periods
so that it may be well-rehearsed at the
date of the recording. The record of
the club's rendition, with that of the
other colleges entered, will be sent to
New York for the final judgment.
Publicity for the club is being handled
by the co-editor of the "Blackout,"
Robert Politi.
(Concluded on page 3)

Carillon Price Will

Rise After April I
"Two points should be kept in the
minds of every student concerning the
J942 C.&.rillon," said Mitchell F. Shaker,
e<iitor l'! the yearbook, yesterday.
First. the price of the book will os
!cur oo!'an on and after April 1. Previous to that date, the special t.:lree
dollar price will prevail.
Seconcl, the work is now on schedulo
and the 'took will appear on the first
of .May. Printing of the book will start
on A;.1il 1o, according to plans.

"Smitt:y" Uses Hockey Wit:
To Lead· I' s t:o Victory
For four years now a certain young man, hailing from the famed
city of New Rochelle, has been making himself most conspicuous
on the university campus. That fellow, as the town certainly denotes, is Robert "Bull'' Smith.
This year, through the influence of Herb Bee, "Smitty" took

Carroll in the North- over the coaching job of the St. Ignaeastern Ohio Debate Tournament at tius Hockey team. Only the other day
Kent State University, Saturday, March he saw that same team, to whose de21, are these members of the senior velopment he gave weeks of valuable
Oratorical Society: for the affirmative time, capture its first competitive
are Bill Lennon and John McLaughlin, championship in the City High School
Hockey League. That bunch of inexperand William Grose and Bob Ennen.
ienced "Wildcats" under the guidTaking the negative side are Tom O'ance and training of Coach Smith boasts
Brien and Clifford Duffner, and Larry a record of thirteen victories in fourCahill and Ed McCormick. Ted Saker teen games, the only defeat coming at
the hand of the Buffalo Nichols in an
Cahill and Ed McCormick.
overtime at the score of 3-2.
At Carroll today the team of Tom
The aforementioned accomplishment
Dunnigan and ~Tack Corrigan will take
of Bob Smith brought him to the atthe affirmative against Hobart Smith tention of Carroll men in a definite
College of Geneva, N. Y.
way; however, his whole life here has
The finals of the freshman debate been packed with achievement. Ever
contest will be held on or after March since his day of enrollment in Septem27. Joe Shaker-Glenn Williams are on ber, 1938, he has been one of the most
the affirmative and Ed Feighan-Joe popular men on the campus. Most deSedlak take the negative side.
cided has been his prestige among the
In all three of the above debates the men of Bernet Hall. Never has a dulJ
question will be Resolved: That all moment entered the conversation, as
Trade Unions in the United States long as "Smitty" is numbered one of
Should be Regulated by Law.
(Concluded on page 6)

Hall Council Throws
Party for Residents
Last night, a gala party, sponsored
by the Council of Bernet Hall, was held
for the resident students with the cast
of the LTS play as guests.
Previous to the refreshments, the
American League movie, "the Ninth Inning" was shown to the groups. Jack
Turowski, council chairman, was in
charge of arrangements.

Oberlin Invites Repede
Gregory Repede, senior, has been invited to join the Festival Band of the
Ninth Ohio Intercollegiate Band Restival which will be held at Oberlin
tomorrow and Sunday. "Greg" plays
the tuba.
100 students from 17 colleges will
participate.
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The EXECUTIVE BOARD OF CONTROLL of the CARROLL NEWS includes
the editor, Mr. Saker, as cha.i.rman with Messrs. Columbro, Kipfstuhl, Golrick
and Vance as members.

EDITORIAL STAFF
'LA<i R ~ Saker, . ' 43
F Airm.ount 9711
211 Bernet Hall
Associate Editors ................ ........ ........ Thomas V. Moore, J. Emmet Quinn, '43
Sports Editor .... .... .... . ... ................. .... .. ..... .... . .. .. ... .. ... ... .. ..Edward F. Kipfst uhl, '43
Copy Editor ............................................................. .. ..... .. ... ... Richard Golrick, '44
Feat ure Editor ... ......... ........... ............ ......... ....... ............... .. .......... .. .... Dan Vance, '44
Associate Sports Editors .................. .. ........ Russell Faist, '43 ; Joseph Tulley, '44
Feature Writers: ................ Richard Weisbarth, '43~ Richard J. Huelsman, '.43;
Sam Calandr a , '43; Robert Ennen, '44; Donald Billings, '44.
News Reporters: ......................... .. .... .. .... . Richard Schmidle, ' 43; Bill Cahill, '43;
James Laughlin, ' 44; Edward O'Connor, '44; Edward Cunneen,
'45 ; Tom Durkin, '45; John Kralik, '45.
Sports Reporters: Neil Egan, '45; James Mayer, '45; Joseph Sedlak, '45.

BUSINESS STAFF
Business Manager .... .. .... .. ............ .. .............. .......................... ..... Pat Columbro, '43
1871 East 121st Street , CEdar 5291
Circulation Manager ...... ........ .................. ........ .. ......... ... .... .. ....... ..... John Zavesky, '43
Moderator .................... .. ...... ...................... .............. ... ... .. Rev. Peter L. Decker, S. J.
On behalf of the students and faculty of the university, we extend to the
relatives of Frank A. Bardeen, fanner member of the faculty, sincerest condolences upon his death. We offer our sympathy to Miss Annie Laurie upon the
death of her father.
'
Mr . .Joseph M. Weber, of Oriville, Ohio, father of Peter D. Weber, '42, was
killed on March 18th. The residents of Bernet Hall, the Seniors, and the Carroll News Staff offer to the members of his family, and especially to "Dan"
their sicerest co~

The Third Century Speaks • • •
Delicata iactatio est cum periculum
Praise is pleasant when there are no
dangers. Conflicts in the face of adver· non est. Conflictatio in adversis probatio
est veritatis.
sities is the test of truth.
Vasa figuli probat fornax, et lwmi·
The furnace is the test of the potter's
vase; and the assault of tribulations is nes iustos tentatio tribulationis.

the test of just men.
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St. Cyprian, VI, ON DISCIPLINE

Hitler Wins In Detroit . ..

''Damn t:he Masons -----Full Speed Ahead''
Lei:t:er t:o t:he Edit:or

---------

Sometimes it appears im.pertinentand even impudent to inject into an atmosphere already surcliarged with suspicion
a111d hate, a further breath of conspiracy; but at the present juncture, when so much hangs in the balance, it would
be foolish to omit to talk about what may become the ruin
of this country in its hour of conquest. We refer to freemasonry-to esotru:ic freemasonry-which .as a diabolically inspired institution stands in great measure as the real deterrent to any justice and mercy of the Christian sort that
we seek to impose in the peace of exhaustion that will follow this war. We don 't assert that all freemasons are of
the devil's spawn as they are so often pictured; indeed, probably very few of them are in the true sense of the word
actively a.nd consciously engaged in the propagation of evil.
But we do say that there is such a thing as a masonic con~cience, a _masonic way of thought which vague as it may be
1s shared m by a very large proportion of our most influential countrymen .
Although these men may not realize how their habitus
of intellect colors t.heir practical thought, nonetheless it is
only prudent on the part of a Christian to try to realize just
what s<?rt of habitus this is so that he may draw his own
conclusions as to what it will produce in the way of an order
for our so-called new world, or the state of affairs after the
war, -that is, always assuming that we are to win the war.
This will certainly be important for him to know.
American Freemasonry (Scottish Rite, Grand Orient,
etc.) is, at least for its more exalted and threfore more influential members, a religion; it has its own conception of
the human soul and of God and of the relation between the
human soul and God. It is a powerful organization, reared
in Protestentism, propogated by the charm of a bastard ritualism, and maintained by the community of interest among
its members, a community of interest fed by their mutual
economic advantage secured by the Order. We need only
mention the fact of the "execution" of Captain William
Morgan by Masons of the American Order and the subsequent delay and prevention in bringing to trial his murderers. Masonry makes a powerful appeal through its ritualism
.through its false religion, through its material benefits -in
short it might be conceived as standing to man as God and
~t;ate. It is indeed an internatkmal state, rulw1 some claim 1

by Ca,l}itaJistic J~wg_

It should be evident that if what we have asserted is true
then the effect of Freemasonry upon our country in the past
and the impact it will have in the future are-to say the
least - not inconsiderable. To us who know the purpose of
life and the end of man- it will be disastrous; our already
labescent civilization will be made ready for the last plunge.
To prove what we have asserted is no task for the present; we must refer you to the many excellent treatments
of Freemasonry to be found in the library-that ~s, if you
have the good will, the intellifence, the understanding
necessary to act upon a suggestion made to you out of all
seriousness.
Do you honestly think that .a habitus of intellect of the
kind described above-the kind so dominant in the politicswe almost said statesmanship--of oux country can give you
the kind of peace you want, unless you are entirely devoid
of ambition p1·o Deo et pro patria.
Indignant Catholic.

The Axis propagandists really had a newspaper story over
which to gloat during the past few days. The race riot in Detroit
was made to order for their type of tabloid copy.
Yes, it was certainly their inning. The great (arsenal of) democracy, the United States of America, was the host to a near
pitch ed bat tle over a q uestion of whether negroes could live in a
settlement built for them by the government " in a white district."
Those of us now studying in college need not be reviewed in
t his question of ' 'race prej udice." History tells us that the Civil
War was foug h t to prove, among ot h er t hings, that the negro was
n<;>t "inferior;'' t h at this was not a w hite man 's country.
Our faith, Catholicism , (t he last stronghold of any r eligion )
tells us that befor e God, all men ARE equal.
Our Jesuit teacher s have a lways been t he advance guard in the
pr otection of the rights of the colored r aces.
Furthermore, we have realized that Hitler 's "new or der '' h as
no room for any but his chosen aryans. (That, by some interpretation, has come to include the Japanese!) Adolph has been no
more bitter in denunciation of the Jews that with the negroes.
There it is. Those 3,000 white persons in Detroit were fighting
a battle with the blessing of the swastika and the naked sword.
Against them was arrayed, among that pitifully small group of
REVOLUTION ! A r eversal in policy,
etc.... W e h er e by a pologize t o our m a ny
colored families, the stars and stripes, and the constitution.
The result of the chaos was the victory of the swastika and the millions of readers {we're counting the
humbling of the law of the land.
termites, t oo, ) as we t urn our backs

MUJIC

A Challenge from Father Horne
''If the president of the United States and others of our leaders, whoever they may be at ~he end of the war, do not keep the
pledges that have been made m such stat emen ts as the "Atlantic
Charter" for just solution of peace problems, THE FAULT
WILL BE THE ORDINARY CITIZE NS' MORE THAN THE
LF2ADERS FOR N OT DE MANDING THE PLE DGES BE KEPT."
Those ar e powerfu ~ w01:ds. The chall~mge they t hrow, especially
to the l!lodern colleg ian, 1s overwhelmmg . B ut we n ecessartily accept th1s challenge. We dare not shirk our r esponsibili t y in the
post-war world lest we m eet or cause events conductive to a world
war III.
Let us say the war will end in 1945. At that figure even the
lowly f~e~~men of this year, 1942, will be able to vo~. But our
r e_spons1bihty does not stop there for we who ru-e now studying
will have to assume leadership for the masses and they will follow
tho.se who know enough to lead.
The words above are from a recent speech of Father Horne.
Once more we say that we accept the responsibiJity which he
offers us. We have no choice; any other path leads to disaster.

on any n eedle m a de of steel, m olyoden um , etc. Even t h e sa pphir e st ylus i s
disastrous t o r ecord sw·faces! W e r ecomm end t he ca ct us, k acti or t he
Greythorn n eedle which cost not over
.40 per doz ... ..
Some east ern reviewers w er e unfavora ble t o some extent to Arturo Toscanini-NBC Symphony r ecording of the
immortal magnificent C minor symphony (no. 1 ) of Johannes Brahms.
\Vc wen actually surprised at the virtuosity displayed in the waxing of the
opus. VVe are furth er relieved when wo
l eain~;;a that "AT" didn't race the tempo. On the other hand, a decided restraint is perceivable. Victor can be
proud of this production which will
not be available in Cleveland for another week for an unexplainable reason.
LM-875, $5.50.

WANNA WALK WITHOUT YOU spined
with MOON LlGHT COCKTAIL .... prett:v
snappy, typ1cal Andrews Sisters di5l·, n~
is a ZOOT SUIT- 4 stars .. .. one Gle~
Miller t u rnout we choose for r ecordb reaking stuff is the LAMPLIGHTER' S
SERENADE backed by DON'T SIT UNDER THE APPLE TREE (with anyone
else bu t m e ) .... The Mod ernaires, Marion Hutton and Tex Beneke really ride
the rolls but rippling.
Arti e Shaw steps into a new field
with his version of the old negro spiritual, SOMETIMES I FEEL LIKE A
MOTHERLESS CHILD .... Before we forget, ld us congratulate the prommittee
for their signing of W. Bradley, the ole
8-to-the-bar jiveman who'll give Carroll a real show. Don't think he can't
play the sweet stuff to-listen to his
releases of the soft ones-mellowdy ....

AND THE REVIEW of all others: Guy
Lombardo solid on Greig's PIANO
CONCERTO .... Johnny Messner returning on Decca with THE MOON WAS
POP RECORD of the week: a bar· DREAMING .... HOE DOWN and I'm
gain! Bing Crosby cutting of I DON'T
( Continued on page 6)

SACRISTE'S
SCIENTIFIC
SABOTAGE
It was recently suggested by several
uninterested parties, that a survey be
made to determine the extent· of research and experimental work being
done by the science professors at John
Carroll .University.
Acting on this suggestion, we were
able to uncover some extremely fascinating data concerning the various
activities going on in both the chemistry and biology departments. Sir J. Arthur Thompson has said, "It is the
chief end of science to make things
clearer, but it is one of its educative
aims to foster the inquisitive spir~t ....
to the increase of the interest and efficiency of our life." Sir J . Arthur
Thompson says so many things. It is
even possible that he eats coddled eggs
for breakfast.
But to r eturn to our exploration: visiting the chemistry lab we found the
Prof. Bjerk and Sir J. Arthur Thomas
(not to be confused with the J . A. T .
quoted above ) , two of Carroll's most
modest scientists, laboring over a joint
experiment {Ce-Fair, adv.) which they
admitted with a bright button twinkle of their bloodshot eye (they have
been working continuously for sixteen
years, with time out only to play a few
rubbers of golf pogo sticks) will be the
most significant and far reaching development in the field of obsterics since
the original discovery by the Neanderthal man of the wetness of water.

Naturally, they would not reveal the
exact nature of the experiment, especially since they themselves are not
quite certain what it is all about, but
hinted at a chemico-biologico-analyticosynthetico- spaghettico amorphic crystal transference. And we know what
that. means! And care less.

While in the chemistry lab we were
granted an interview by Dr. HunterDown, the up-and-coming young mathematician who is well known for his
work with the X factor in London, the
Y factor in Toronto, and the max fac·
tor in Hollywood.
Dr. Hunter-Down is at the present
time working in a highly abstract
branch of mathematics, the quanticoepizootic, and by means of it hopes
eventually to prove the impossibility of
the existence of Einstein.
Pressed for a consideration of his
"Einstein - ? ?" theory which would
be within the grasp of the average layman, he released t he following fo r exclusive publication in the Carroll News:
a-b
b-e
a - c
Descending (and we mean descending to the biology lab, we discovered
Dr. Vin cento Deth-Ray, M. D., S. B.,
N. G., P. U., S. 0 . 8 ., R. S. U. P., one of
Ca rroll's m ost brilliant embryos, and a
former pupil of the fam ous Sir J . Art hur Homespun , En gland's Edga r Guest
of the t est tubes. Dr . Deth -Ray was
quite willing to di scuss th e work upon
which he is engaged a t the present
time. He is, he told us, attempt ing to
mate two colla r bu ttons. Such an experiment has b een su ccessfully performed only once before , by Sir J.
Taurther Ahmpson, the high lama of
Shangri-La who was knighted in 1066
by the British governme.nt for his revolutionary work wit h jumping beans.
Dr. Deth-Ray, in collaboration with
the noted veterinarian from Harvard,
Dr. ~auer Kraut, is also writing a
treat:se to be. entitled Is Life Necessary
-Wtth Spectal Reference To PsychoBiologists.

~ank Hunk, senior president of the
Sc1ence Acadamy • and a ma·JOr 1n
. earth
worm breeding, also deserves mention
here. Why • we don't know. p erhape
only for the reason that he is
fifth
cousin of Sir J. Arthur Th
a
Or
somebody.
ompson.
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by Dick Weisbarth
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The Irish were out en masse (pronounced "mess" .. on St. Patrick day ....
at Gazella's we saw Ed O'Connor, Tom
O'Brien. and Leo Frantz .... hey, how did
he get in there? .... maybe it's O'Frants,
huh?
And at the little soda bar off East
Twelfth were King Bill Dowling and
Jack "Miller shaking their curiy iocks
at all the Ursuline girls, Ham McFadden trying to fit three people into a
phone booth, Chuck Miller and Marge
Nolan looking very chummy, and from
the far-off distance a faint voice crying
"Honest, I drint it for my health."
· Others besides the Irish were enjoying themselves on the grrreat day ....at
the Ce-Fair were Bob Politi, Pete Mesner, Jerry Mulvihill, Bob Wolf, and
Lenny Woda celebrating his induction
into the Air Corps in the near future.
Another reason for, shall we say re1joicing, was the Irish Sweepstakes,
(draft lottery to' you, little boy ) held
'On the same day. The lowest numbers
we have heard of as yet are those of
Pearse Meighan and Gordon Horst, both
of whom are under 200. Tom Moore
combined both celebrations by calling
out the numbers at a banquet held by
the Ancient Order of Hibernians.
To digress from the ever-entrancing
subject of the Irish and their doings
we'd like to congratulate Bob Donnelly
and the Prom Committee on their selection of a band for the big ~ance.
And here's a tip .. ..if you haven't got
your date for the Prom, why not try an
Ursuline sophomore. Then maybe you'll
get a bid to their Tea Dance held on
the following Sunday ....two dates for
the price of one.
Notes off the cuff: Kenny Manka
wrinkling his brow in a vain attempt
to figure out just how old he is ....... .
Frank Sexton spending most of his furlough from the Army Air Corps in
Harvey's .... Larry Cahill playing host
to Bob Roberis, Peggy Longfield, Jimmy Laughlin, and Kay Cullen at the
C.Y.O. headquarters where he lives and
supposedly works .... Tom Durkin doing
a non-stop flight from the middle of a
bus to the sidewalk, after neglecting
to show his pass... and the now slender Clayton "Chief" Matowitz phoning
his flame every day at noon.
The next time you see the crack debating team of Larry Cahill and Tom
Dunnigan. ask them how a clever
"wench" finagled their entire case the
night before they met "her" excellent
debate colleagues!

SENIOR
JUNIOR
GUILD
JUNIOR GUILD
The Junior Guild will sponsor a Day
of Recollection for its members, Sunday, March 29. The chairman of the
committee making arrangements for
the day is Mrs. J. G. McKeown. Father
James J. McQuade, S. J., Director of
the Department of Religion, will be the
speaker. The exercises will be held in
the Student Chapel of the University.
The Day of Recollection is an annual
event for the group.
After the February dinner meeting
a White Elephant Sale was held. The
proceeds went to Carroll boys in the
armed services.

• • •

SENIOR GUILD
The Senior Guild extends an invitati~n to all mothers of students to at.tend their Red Cross sewing. It is held
every Thursday in the administration
building parlors from 9:30 to 3:30.

After ...

Before ...

Pictured on the right above is the old "smoking room.'' known for its dingy modernistic lighting. When the soft chairs, music box, and other furniture and
atmosphere, bare walls, and di.r ty floor. In the photo to the left is pictured the . fixtures are installed it will be hard to believe that this student lounge was
new recreation-lounge room with its knotted oak wall boards, new ceiling, and formerly the old smoker.

I

Roving Reporter Non-Plussed;
Fr. Ryan Cautions Democracy
Refuses to Aid LTS "Horse" Play In the first of his three lectures Rev. William F. Ryan, s. J.,
spoke on Tuesday, February 24th, on "The State in Modern WarI used to be very gullible person. Every evening as I skimmed fare." His talk was a discussion of the various influences which
the paper I gulped down quite a few pa.ragraiphs, accepting them
as the gospel truth. I had faith in signs, advertisements. All of the state is subjected to during modern warfare. He enumerated
the difficulties that a democracy must overcome when faced with
that is gone now.
-----------------=---------------- war with a totalitarian power. In this
I've become skeptical.
It took a notice on the bulletin board
in the lower corridor to effect this
chanie. A little notice concerning ll
play, "B..gpil' on Horseback." I Jeod
the notice twice and then I went up
to the auditorium. Impossible. I went
to see an eye doctor.
My new lenses are stronger, more
accurate. I can decipher agate type. I
reread the sign. It still said: "Beggar
on Hr,Iseback.." Up to the auditorium
again. How can they possibly do it?
As an example for the intellectual faculty or fantasy, it may be fine . But
actually?- irupossible.
"Beggar on Horseback." Maybe their
intentions are good. Perhaps they do
purpose to produce the play. But are
they really gcing to put a horse on the
Carroll Hageo?
There's a war going on and the
price of horses has gone up. I doubt
if even Solomon, the horse dealer,
would let them use that broken-down
nag that eats hay in his barn. Yet, perhaps someone in the troupe has skimmed through Damon Runyon and has
decided to follow the example of Harry the Horse and steal this essential
prop.
I tapped a chappie on the back and
instinctively he hid his cigarettes.
"I say, chum, do they really intend
to use a horse in this play the Little
Theatre Society is sponsoring?"
He became voluble, "Merely publici·
ty. Don't give it another thought."
It had become an enigma. I had to
nd out. I tried to interview the Dean.
He was too busy. Perhaps a bit of cool
calculated reasoning would help. I went
'lack to the auditorium.
A horse would be out of place on that
stage. It's much too small to acco=o'ate a troupe and a horse. Suddenly
I laughed. A shetland pony would be
just the thing, but the title does'nt
read "Beggar on Ponyback." That'•
out.
Another thought occurred to me. Who
in the name of heaven is going to feed
the animal? Fibber McGee? And then
'le horse might object to a classroom
being used as a stable.
I extracted a tube from my cigarette
case. Someone politely innuendated,
(Concluded on page 6)

Father We/fie -Proposes League
of Nations to Stop Imperialism

regard he said, "Totalitarianism doesn't
have to make any changes, they have
forced cohesiveness. In war it just goes
on. War has not brought much change
in Europe.

I

emergency. "Boards and agencies which
are set up for some special purpose and

I

When attacking the general subject of Imperialism, Father
He stressed the fact that in wartime
Fr-ederick W elfle, S. J ., head of the department of history, offered
four great questions at his lecture Tuesday night before a recep- democratic methods are minimized and
tive audience.
after the war the party in power often
"Why do nations seek empires?" he first inquired.
retains the authority given it in an
Economic necessity, demand for tropical proQ.ucts, demand for markets
for surplus capital, and rampant na
tionalism are the general answers to
the first question.
"What are the dynamics of Imperial·
ism?" he next asked. Pressure groups,
their allies and such corporations as
the Rothschilds and the Deutschbank
are the forces behind imperialism. The
propaganda of these groups is the advance force.
The big question was next: "Does Imperialism Pay?" First of all, the empires have nor been the measure of the
nation's needs. Then, Father Welfle
stated that colonies have NOT paid the
mother country, and examples were
cited.
The historian then exploded the hypothesis of "surplus population" which
he claimed, was a fallacy.
"The white man's burden now seems
to have become the black man's burden," he stated.
The last question, perhaps the most
?Qinted of the lecture, was "Is there a
-:ure?" Father Welfle answered in the
affirmative, and proposed the idea that
a league of nations could solve the
enigma of imperialism. He said thlit the
question of "police p o w e r" was
difficult, but that it could be workecl
out.

Glee Club
(Continued from page 1)
Last Saturday, the club sang at the
opening of the Universe Bulletin subscription drive at Hotel Statler.
When the Glee Club enters the final
stages of Waring's Competition, their
offerings will come to the critical ear
of the man who has p~obably done as
much for glee club singing as anyone
on the air today.

With Our
Armed Forces
Among the latest to be inducted into
the armed forces from Carroll were:
Med Nolan,'40, Tony Muller, and John
Semperger. Frank Stanton, senior, en·
trained for Ft. Riley, Kansas, with a
Second Lieutenant's commission.
The promotions have many for the
JCU grads working for Uncle Sam.
Some of those who have rose from
private to sergeant were: Bill Duffin,
Otto Fleming, Ray McGorray, and
Anthony Zielinski. Starting as mere
buck privates these men have worked
themselves up to their sergeancies by
virtue of the same industriousness and
leadership qualities which they have
evidenced at Carroll. Several men have
been promoted to the corporalcy since
entering the army. Among these are:
Carl DeFranco,'40, Nicholas Fasciano,
'40, Jim Carey, '40, and Steve Polacheck.
Sergeant Robert Mulcahy is working
in the finance section of the army at
Washington, D. C. Released last week
was the news that Corp. Walter A.
Pleasnick was promoted to Sergeant in
Georgia.
Many of the Carroll grads have been
chosen to study at the Officer's Training School at Camp Lee, Va. A few of
the lucky ones are: Steve Millinger,
and Joe HOftor.
The Poland brothers Bill and Bob,
are in the Navy and A:rmy AC's respectively. Bob is in Panama, and Bill
in Virginia.
tended JC for ~o years and then ~
reived an appomtment to Annapolls,
(Concluded on page 6)

meant to last for only a limited time
during the war, have a way of staying on after the war is over, and serve
as a stimulant to what can be done in 1
extending power."
The opposition which "modifies t!he ·
more fanatic," said Fr. Ryan, is an important factor in a democracy at war.
Never is the scourge of the opposition
more needed than in a democracy
at war. If a nation has never had a
strong tradition of giving freedom to
the opposition, then certainly that nation has been preparing for totalitarianism all along. The war is only the
push that sends it into totalitarianism."
Last Tuesday evening Fr. Ryan discussed the causes of modern war, the
process of going to war, and the various stages and results of war. He
maintained that the causes of modern
war are four-fold; moral, psychological,
sociological, and economic. He stressed
the mistake of moderns in over-emphasizing only one of the above factors, and said that "to study only one
factor leads to an over-estimation of
its importance." Regarding the sociological factor and German claims, he
said, "Wars result from the pressure
of population on food supply. One of
the great rallying cries of Germany!
Nations which have the grea.test population pressures have been unusually
pacific -India and China. Nations today which have been using this theory
as a justification for their actions are
extremely anxious to keep up the birth
~e. and the lame countries try to
prevent to emigration."
Fr .. ~yan blasted the " economic detenwrust" who main tans that ·the
prime mover of society i.s economics.

I
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Dead Enders Battle
Knights For Title
As,Tourney C-loses

Scoring 216 points on 79 ba:'kets and
58 free throws Al Francescom, forward
from Akron, Ohio, became the first
sophomore to lead th& Blue Streak
Cagers in the last five years. Although
the cage record for the past season was
not impressive the six foot forward was
one ~f the bright spots of the complet-.
ed campaign.
After Francesconi came Captain Frank
-Talty and Larry Riccilli who scored 88
and 117 points respectively, since neither played the entire season it is hard

1First

Fights Hold Spri·ng Spot
As Training Classes Open

• • •

posing teams in the playoffs starting to tell whether they could have caught

sometime next week.

Last Tuesday, March 17, the doors of John Carroll's pugilistic
training headqu•arters for its annual championship boxing tour.
nament were thrown wide open as men from all classes, ages and
w&ights began preparing for the title bouts which will be held
sometime in April.

Akron's AI

Second •.•

son, Bill Jacoby and Ed Sheridan.
On the other side o£ the fence are

The tournament is be~c held this
y ear due to the efforts of Bill LennOA
.and Jack Turowski who took the nee•
essa.r y leadership, and alone with Herb
Bee are responsible for its promotion.

In his first year on the varsity, John-

Along with twenty-four rounds of

ny Freedman got 256, but that

WU

This was the last season for Talty cesconi's 216 in 18 games was an av
but the other two will be back again erage of 12 points per2ame.
next year trying to bring the Streaks

Individual Scoring
79

58

216

21
14
12
14

117
88
84

Kearney

48
S7
36
25
24
18
14
11
8

Corbett

4

Carr

1

Francesconi
Riccilli
Talty
Dempsey
Posipanka
Brysh
Fanelly
Knapp
Carroll

14

boxing, that is eight three round fichts,

8
11
11
4

4
0

are also plannini a rrunt and CJ'O&A
preliminary in the form of a wreat.linc
show which is beini handled ~
capable, experienced Len Riechelt. The
vrestling program is made possible by
the arrival of eight new padded mats.
...oxers Drill From S..5
As planned, Herb Bee will conduct
Joxing classes, and supervise a train·
.ng schedule from three to five p. m.
-.:ach afternoon for three or four weeki,
tfter which time, he will Hlect tbe
.onte~ders for t he championship contests. Aspiring pugilists will be aided
n their conditioning period this yeu

64
62

44l

36
33

20
12
2

Captain Frank

Lightning Larry

the Knights who seemed to outclass
most of their opponents, and whenever
they encountered anyone who was
troublesome they simply kept racing
around until they had their foes tired
out and then they began to apply the
pressure. They used this procedure to
remain undefeated during the season
and now hope to apply the same to
their opponents in the finals. Their
leading scorers are Bob Kenny and
Jack Ghilain while Ed Ecker, Tom Kelly
and Jack Scaccutto are their defensive
mainstays.
... ..a.
Among the other teams who fin.
ished high up in the league standings
re the Bernies who lost only to the
.Dead Enders, and the Sidelights who
almost defeated these same Dead Enders in the most exciting game of the
entire season.

a great season and to possibly break
the all-time Carroll scoring record.
Francesconi's record was one of the
best ever compiled by a sophomore.

for 23 games, an average of 11. Fran- promoters Bee, Lennon, and Turoww

tbeir teammate or not. Talty was out boil over his eye.

The competition in both leagues was for four or five games with a bad leg
very stiff and it was not U1ttil now while Larry missed his because of a
that anyone could be sure that they
had won the league title. In the path
of the Dead Enders who for the past
three years have alway be ~ "'l in the
running were the Sidelights and the
Bernies, but the protegees of Fred
Fanelly who are bent on winnins tl. e
title for their coach who was inducted
a few weeks ago have overcJUl'} all obstacles in their path and are now anxiously awaiting the start of the finals.
Among the stars on this team which
took the Sidelights in to catn;J 2-t-1!?
are Tony Yonto, Ray Casey, Bob Trivi-

a

NEWS

~

Up to now neither has been defeated and neither has any very tougl,
games left on their scheaule. and
therefore they will probably be the op-

by the new punchinr bars which have

been installed in the

um for thil Jl'll'•

pose.

Streaks Take Second in Big Four, Win 8 Lose 10
Starting poorly and not hitting their true stride till late in the
season the John Carroll Blue Streaks ended their 1941-42 basketball se~son with a record of 10 losses and 8 wins. Only the fact
that they won 5 out of their last 6 games saved the Streaks from
sporting a more disastrous record. In the Big Four, the Streaks
finished in seoond place with a 3-3 reoorcL

Carroll 28-Kent State SlS
The Streak's opener was a disep•
pointment to their followers. Leading
all the way, the downstaters won very
easily. Mike Feduniak, Golden Flash
guard, got 12 points, while Al Francesconi started right off with 14 mBJ;kers
to lead the Streak attack.
Carroll 84--Wooster 62
Piling up a tremendous first ball
lead of 40-16, the Scots won their 5th
win out of 6 starts. Kate, Eicher and
Sprowl led the Wooster quintet, while
Francesconi's 16 were high for the
night. Streak captain, Frank Talty in·
jured his leg and Bernie Brysh was
forced to go the full distance.
Carroll 29-Baldwin Wallace 50
Although they led 8-5 at the end of
the first period and were ti(!d at the
haU, 15-15, the Streaks suffered their
·third straight loss. Instrumental in the
{ ellow Jacket victory were 11 con-;ecutive points in the first 3 minutes of
the second half.
~arroll 89-Mt. Union IS7.
Paced by All-Ohio "Pappy" Joachim,
the Wrightmen hopped to an early
lead and kept it throughout the game.
For the first time during the season,
Fred Fanelly, senior forward , came up
0 expectations. His 9 points paced
the Streaks, while Jim DeWit t's 14 led
the winners.

I

In the final game of the season the
John Carroll Blue Streak cagers defeated the team from Marietta University at Mariet ta by the score of 45-40.
This victory gave the Streaks e. season
record of eight wins and nine lossea
and climaxed their great closing dri\•a
in which they took three out of their
last four games losing only to the Zip·
pers fwm Akron University.
From the outset it appeared as if
the hc·xre town team would walk away
wi•h th e game for the Marietta team
im t he basket from all parts of the
l!oor <'uring the first half, and at halftime t hEoy seemed to be well on their
way to victory. The Mariettans were
led in this great spurt by Dick Meister
(Continued on page 5 )

CARROLL

Francesconi, Riccilli, Talty Lead
Streak Caae
- Scoring Statistics

AE, the current intramural
basketball race comes to an end
it appears that the playoffs between the leaders in the two
leagues for the championship
will bring together the Dead
Enders of the Blue League and
the Ecclesiastical Knights of the
Gold one.

Streaks End Cage Season
Winning Over Mariett•

~

[

Carroll 44.-Fenn 28
With Fanelly leading the way with
1942 Football Schedule
17 markers, the Streaks got their first
September 26, Wooster - there.
win of the season. Al Francesconi's 12
October 3, Baldwin-Wallace - there points aided the win.
October 10, open .
Carroll 53-Case 35
October 16, Toledo - here.
Effectively bottling up Al Baietti,
October 23, Case- here
elongated center, the Streaks easily
October 31, Westeren Reserve -there. won their second game of the season.
November 7, Xavier - there.
Francesconi again led the way with 12
November 14, open.
points. The Carroll win scrambled the
November 26, Akron - there.
Big Four race into a four way tie for

first plac..
Carroll 48-Akron 58
Captain John Lutsch's 20 points and
midget Ben Flossie's 17 markers paced
the Zipper victory. A late Carroll rally
was stopped by the removal of 4 .regulars via the foul route. Francesconi
and • Larry Riccilli potted 16 and 13
points respectively.
Carroll \W-Great Lake5 65
Fourteen ex-collegians, many of them
All-Americans, were too powerful for
the Streaks in the game played before
2,500 at Public Hall for the benefit of
lte Naval Relief Society. Frankie Baumholtz with 17 and Bob Caliban with 14
starred for the Navy men. Riccilli's 10
were tops for the Conleymen.
Carroll 56-Ashland SlS
Leading all the way, the Streaks
won an easy victory over the winless
Eagles. Francesconi with 17 and Riccilli with 13 showed the way for the
Streaks.
Carroll 46-Reserve 57
A close game which had a half-time
::ore of 32-30 became an easy Red
Cat victory when 4 Streaks were eject~d from the game early in the third
period for excessive fouling. Joe Sponseller, soph center, paced the Cats'
!lttack with 21 markers.
Carroll 88-Baldwin Wallace 47
This second contest was a repetition
of the first encounter. The Streaks led
19-17 at the half, but the Jacket attack wasn't to be denied and the future
Big Four champs cinched it with
Oberst's 12 tallies. Talty scored 13
points in his first complete game since
his injury. Four of the starting Streaks
went the full distance.
Carroll 44.-Kent State ~1
Tied at the half 28-28 mainly because of Francesconi's 16 points, the
Streaks fell behind in the second half

when Al was forced to leave after gett ing 4 more. "Spooky" Price, All-Ohio
forward, led his team's victorious surge.
Carroll 38--Bowling Green 28
Winning their fourth game of the
season, the Streaks were led by their
soph star Francesconi, who pt'tted 11.
Carroll 60--Case ~2
The Streak's second Big Four win
was also at the expense of the hapless
Case Rough Riders. Two former East
High luminaries starred for their teams.
Chuck Mlakar, junior forward, playi!lg his first game of the year, riddled
the Streak defense for 19 points. His
former teammate, big Ed Posipanka,
led the Streak scoring with 16 markers.
~ arroll 57-Reserve 46
Although they once led by 18 points,
the Streaks had to rally in the final
stages of the contest to win it. Bill DeWalt's 10 consecutive points closed the
gap to a mere 2 points, but Joe Dempsey's 16 points and Francesconi's 14
weren't to be denied. This marked the
first game of the year that Larry Riccilli missed as he had a boil over his
right eye.
;:)arroll 55-St. Joseph 4'7
The Streak's fourth straight win was
at the expense of the Pumas from Indiana. Francesconi again showed the
way for the Streaks garnering 19 points
"Jiggs" Huysman, gigantic soph center, was the offensive threat for the
Pumas.
Carroll SO-Akron 48
Scoring 11 points before the Streaks
could dent the meshes, the Akron Zippers went on to an easy victory marked
by rough playing andsome bloodshed. Bennie Flossie, All-Ohio gridder.
got 14 for the Zippers, while Al'~ 9
were high for the Conleymen.
~arroll 45-Marietta 40
The Streaks ended their season with
a last minute victory over the Pioneers.
Neal Carroll and Ed Posipanka both
potted 14 to offset the 21 put in by
Dick Meister.

Sophs Bac:k For More
Sophomores Jerry Higlins, Dick Pukert, and Jack Hutchinson an prom•
inent among the contender~ who nw
action in the blue and gold rinl U.-t

year.
Frosh Look Good
Among the freshmen, Neil Egan and
Shamus Kilbane from St. Ignatius are
prominent candidates since both fared
well in the ring of their alma-mater.
Joe Moenich and Jack CorriJan aloDf
with Jack Ghilain also look like capable contenders.
As usual professional referees will be
hired to provide fair and just decisions.

Tennis Team Practice
Begins After Easter
Facing a scliedule shortened
by the war effort, the 1942 edj,_
tion of the John Carroll tennis
squad will begjn practice on the
University courts as soon a.s the
weather permits. Coach Charles
Heaton announced that the team
would probably hold its first
practice .i n the gym, following
the Easter vacation.
Both Reserve and Case have decided
that they will not have a tennis team
this year. Therefore, the only Big Four
opponents to be met will be the Baldwin Wallace squad.
Five vete~ans will form the nucleus
of this year's team. Seniors Bill Dowl~ng, Jack Miller, Jack Grauel, and junIOrs, Dick Moriarity and Bruce Thompson will have to bear the brunt of the
:rork. Senior Sam Scaravelli and juntor Bob Bambrick showed last year
*hat they must be considered for this
year's squad.
As yet there has been 110 ruling in
regards to the use of freshmen. If fro.b
are Permitted, it is a virtual certainty
t~at Carroll will use them. This would
give them added strength In the per.
son of St. Ignatius' Ed ll'eighan one ol
the leading racqueteers ot the clty.
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By Sam Calandra and Ed Kipfstuhl
Every year about this time Ned Irish,
famous New York promoter, selects
eight of the best collegiate basketball
teams in the United States and invites
them to compete in Madison Square
Garden fo~ the mythical national
championship. As is always the case
this tournament will be the focal point
for another hectic cage session as the
squads selected this year are considered
to be the greatest aggregate of basketball talent to have ever been brought
together.
Usually the winner of this tourney
is one of the big-time Universities, but
this year it appears that such will not
be the case, for among the eight teams
which have accer>ted invitations here·
to-fore unknown schools are numbered.
The more publicized teams entered
in the competition are Long Island
University, City College of New York,
Creighton, and Toledo. Not much of an
explanation is needed about them for
their deeds have been heralded day
and night by all the newspapers. It is
sufficient to say that among them they
have lost but ten games while winning
over ninety during this present season.
The other four colleges in this tour·
nament, however, have hardly come
before the eyes of the public, and we
will try to bring out some of their a~
complishments for we believe that on
next Wednesday evening will emerge
as the victor in this champio11ship tournament.
These four teams are West Texas
State College, Rhode Island S tate College, West Virginia University, and
Western Kentucky State College, and
they have comp iled enviable records
during the season just concluded. The
Texans for instance lost just two games
in twenty-eight while the Rhode Island
quintet has lost two in twenty. These
records speak for themselves and are
indicative of the thrills in store for
those who go out to watch these boys
show their wares.
It is the last two of these four team!!
that we want to spend most of our
time upon for we think that they are
the two which will fight it out for the
title. West Virginia University, a great
team from Morgantown, West Va., is
the team that we pick to win for they
are the best balanced team of the
eight, but they will be given a great
fight by the Kentucky cagers who for
the past ten years have been champions of the Southern league.
The fact that the boys from Virginia
will be hard to beat was shown on the
opening night of play when they came
through to upset the Blackbirds of Long
£sland University by the score of 58 to
49. The Virginians were trailing by 13
points with but seven minutes left to
play, but under the 'inspired leadership
of big Bill Keesling, whom we expect
to be the outstanding player of the
Garden competition, they rallied to tie
it at 45 all at the end of the game,
and in the overtime they simply ran
the New York squad dizzy as th~y piled
up their substantial margin of victory.
In the other first round game already
played the Creighton University Blue
Jays defeated the West Texas team 59
to 58 in a game that saw the southern
boys just fail to throw the game into
overtime when their all-america forward Price Brookfield missed a technical foul in the last ten seconds.
Thus West Virginia will take on
Creighton in one semi-final and proba bly easily dispose of them, while in
the other the principals will in all
probability be Toledo and Western
Kentucky, setting the stage for the
battle of the little all-americans next
Wednesday when the tournament end~.
~

~

Oberst, Two Other J ackets
On Streak All Big ''4" Team

Who's Who at: Carroll

This week's "Who's Who" puts its finger on a produd of !he
"Windy City'' and pays its modest trib~te to a~oth~ outstandmg
Only 7 Big Four basketeers were mentione? in the annual poll Carroll man. This week we tip our hats m the diredion of aggrestaken by the Carroll News Sports S~f to piCk au All-~pponru;t sive, red-headed Bill Lennon.
ties there and later in college.
Big Four squad. This merely emp~a:;IZed the fact that thrs years
At Ignatius he was a Harliquin for
crop of Big Four cagers was defm1tely below the level of other
four years, vice-president of the d ebatyears.
ing society in his senior, and played
The b6lst of a poor crop of centers

Although 3 members of the star team
were picked by every Carroll man,
there was really only one unanimous
choice--that, of course, being BW's
Jack Oberst. Beside Oberst, the Big
Four champs garnered two other posts
-both guard slots going to "Sparky"
Adams and Joe Carlo. Reserve's Joe
Sponseller and Case's Johnny Keto
were named to the other posts.
Undoubtedly one of the outstanding
cagers produced in this district in a
long time, Oberst received the imme·

some fly-weight basketball. Fr. Cronin
was undoubtedly Joe Sponseller, Minattracted Bill and several others of his
erva, 0. flash. In the first Streak-Cat
class to Carroll.
battle, the 6 ft. soph used a one-handAs a freshman here at Carroll Bill
ed overhead shot effectively to pot 21
was most active in the debating sopoints. But in the second game he was
ciety. He finished his season very well
held to 10 points. Not particularly fast
as a finalist in the oratorical contest
or clever, the Red Cat gridder is rugged
and as a semifinalist in the debate
and an accurate shot.
tournament.
A soph and a junior, both from Ray
As a sophomore Bill continued to
Watt's Big Four champs, clinched the
work in his chosen fields, but his best
two guard posts newcomer Joe Carlo
work came to the front in his senior
and rugged "Sparky" Adams tied for
year. Along with work in the oratorithe posts. Black-haired, sturdy Carlo
cal society and the Little Theater soLe ag ue ' s 8 est:1. •..
must be considered one of the finds of
ciety, Bill was one ofthe team which
the Big Four season. Although this
managed to run up the best record in
was his first year in the Big Four he
tournament debating. His aggressivewas a star on the defense for the Jackness was outstanding in another field
ets-a great ball-hawk and a smooth
also. In the finals of the Golden Glove's
dribbler and passer. Tow-headed Adams
Bill is among those fortunates who tournament he beat out a victory for
gave BW a pretty good one-two punch,
for when Adams once got the angle on can date their birthday with some hol- the championship of his weight class
the basket, his long shots dropped in iday or feast day. in this case Easter and a letter sweater.
This year Bill was given charge ol
frequently. Paul finished close behind Monday. He spent his first years quite
regularly romping around the South the fledging debaters by Father RichOberst in the scoring column.
side of Chicago with the boys of his ard T. Malloy, S. J. With his many
age and strolled into the intellectual years of experience in debating standB.W.
Forward
Oberst
field at St. Sabinas. He graduated from ing him in good stead he did good
Keto
Case
Forward
St. Sabinas into St. Ignatius of Chicago work in shaping the Freshman into
Sponseller
Reserve
Center
BW's Oberst
and began shaping the scholastic ca- the style mould which has worked so
B.W.
Adams
Guard
diate nod of every Streak eager. A
(Continued on page 6 )
reer which was to dominate his activiCarlo
B.W.
Guard
superb, vigorous leader, the dark-haired Berean was the continuous threat
There is the team-three from BW,
around which Ray Watts' cage machine
revolved. Always aggressive, he was one each from Reserve and Case. The
nevertheless one of the cleanest play· squad has two sophomores, two juniors
ers in the league. For three years he and only one senior.
had been the spark-plug of the Yellow
Oberst, Sponseller, and Keto were
Jackets' cage quintets, and in this his the players receiving the nod from all
last year he helped it achieve its great· those voting. Others to poll any votes
est record in 19 years.
from the Streaks included Reserve's
At the other forward post was nam· Fred Becker and BW's Stan Kulwicki.
ed Case's fighting junior, Johnny Keto. Both the Red Cat soph and the Jacket
Keto had the misfortune to be on Jeff senior got two votes.
Carlin's worst team in years, but he
Surprising was the fact that Sam
managed to distinguish himseU in all "Twitchy" Mobily, WRU guard and
his encounters.
floor captain, failed to poll a single
vote. This is unusual because Mobily
Now we salute the team from West was acclaimed one of the best guards
Virginia who we think will by then be in the city and he merited a place on
national basketball champions of the the Cleveland News All-Big Four team.
United States.
We've done it again .... All the way
Montgomery, Ala. comes one of the
many corrections concerning our ref·
erence to AI Francesconi as probably
(Continued from page 4)
being the first 6 letter man since Gene who scored the greater part of his
Wolanski. Jack Murray, hockey and twenty-f'ne points during the first
football star who graduated in '40 and half.
is now stationed at the Southeast Air
The complexion of the game changed
Corps Training Center in Maxwell ~eld as the second half began, and the
reminds us, and rightly so that Fred Streaks began to close in on theit
Rancourt and Eddie Arsenault, the two rh als and by the time that the final
great Maine stars, won 6 letters in per:ou was four minutes old the score
hockey and football. We stand correct- was knotted up at 40 all. After this
ed.
the Slreaks held their opponents in
It's happening at Carroll ... Herb Bee, check and went on to win the game
who is going to be plenty busy with 45-40.
the grid practice and the boxing show,
Leading the Streak cause in their
has taken on another burden. He wants late period rush was lanky Ed Posito put a Carroll team in the Class A panka who scored fourteen points J.lrhard ball league. There were 25 aspir- ing the ccntest and Neal Carroil .• no
ants at the meeting held Wednesday. dl"Jpped in twelve points while piaying
Carroll students and alumni are eligi- hi.; ];(st game of the season.
ble. Let's get behind this and see if we
This • ·as tha last game for cap tain
Spring vacation this year is BERound Trip Fares
can't have a team .... Lenny Reichelt is Frank 'ralty who despite a leg inj•lry
KIND • TO - YOUR- CAR ·AND trying to stir up
some
interest
in
in·
.
d
b
ill"
d
d
7
TIRES-WEEK--in
other
words,
go
ll 1aye ;, 1 1ant game an .>.::ore:
.
$5.25
tramural
wrestling.
I pomts
·
· r·m1s
· h"mg hi s co 1'.eg1ate
·
home by Greyhound. It's your Buffalo, NY
"d tall
Add
th
1n
.:arcer.
18.85
I nc1 en
y..
to
ose who won't
chance to be kind to your pocket· Bostonbe in uniform next grid season: Ang
book, too--you don'[ need a course Chicago 9.55
in higher mathematics to figure out
Barilla and Elroy Retzlaff... . It looks
S8.25
Denveryou're way ahead at Greyhound's low
like the K. of C. will have another
4.80
fares. The schedules are convenient Detroit great track meet next week-end. Frank
-the deep-cushioned aeau are as Jacksonville 26.40
Gaul, ex-frosh coach now in the Navy,
rest-provoking as a dull lecture-and
68.35
may soon have on some football togs.
the crowd's sure to be a lot of fun. Los Angeles Along with the Navy's policy of phy·
S4.60
_;»Carroll
Yes, air, the right start for · UU. Miami-sical fitness, Frank's station, Norfolk,
vacation is b;r GreyhoWldl
19.SO
~;::'"_,{,./.
Students
Minneapolis will probably have a grid team next
For Healthful
26.t:i0
New
Orleans
sason .... If you thought that the Great
Sport -Bowl
GREYHOUND TERMINAL
16.40
New York-Lakes basketball team was good, look
at
East
9th
and
Superior
CH.
7960
S9.80
at their grid squad. It boasts no merely
San Antonio CEDAR-LEE
East End Terminal, 10514 Euclid
All-Americans like Bruce Smith, but
14.85
St. Louis2165 Lee Rd.
GA. 34.51
also All-pro George McAfee, terrific
11.80
Watertown
-FA. 9606
runner from the Chicago Bears.
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Hogan, Shaker St:ar Horse Wanted • • • IMusic Not:es ...
(Continued from page 2 )
(Continued from page 3 )
on Radio Program
BREATHLESS on D4198 by Johnny
"No smoking please.'' I laughed again.
Tomorrow at one over WTAM., another in a series of dramas taken from
the gospel according to St. John, will
be presented by the Carroll Radio players under the direction of Fatehr William F. Ryan, S. J ., director of radio
activities.
Miss Mary Frances Hogan of Notre
Dame College and Mitchell Shaker are
in the leading roles of Deborah and Daniel, respectively. Irvin Blose will play
Jesus, Richard Schoen, a boy; Ted Saker, Philip; Clayton Matowitz, a man,
and Nicholas Barille as Samuel.

Smit:ty .••

I ..suppose when they put this horse Oil
the stage they intend to put rubber
boots on it. "Beggar Oil Horseback
With Horse Wearing Rubber Boots To
Save Wear anc'. Tear On Stage.'' They'd
need a sign board to program that
title. Then what about the priorit y on
rubber?
Maybe the leading man can't even
ride? But that's unimportant. The
nain contention is: Where are they
going to get a horse ?
I've scoured the schooL People are
beginning to think I've gone completely
mad.

Won't someone please tell me if
there is or not a horse in "Beggar on
the group. He has appropriately been
orseback ?'1
named ' 'King of the Bull Sessions."
This title undoubtedly finds its origin
Sure I've seen a horse on the stage.
in Bob's ability to create a :l5leasant at- But not on the Carroll stage. Neither
mospheJCe wherever he goes.
have you. Or have you?
(Continued from page 1 )

"R. L." (another of his numerous
Yes, I've even followed the advertisenicknames ) was star goalie for the ments in the daily papers. No, I
fine Carroll Hockey Team both in his couldn't find and ad concerning a
sophomore and junior years. During horse.
those two seasons he was the real spark
of the team; his consistent chatter
That's why I'm skeptical about
kept the team spirit very much alive.
He played despite a broken nose injury and finds consolation for the loss
of hockey to John Carroll only in his
roaching duties at Ignatius.
In addit ion to his work on the committees for the Senior Thanksgiving
Dance and the Sophomore Dance ol
two years back, Bob Smith is to be
commended for his contributions towards making t he spirit of Bemet Hall
what it is today. His position as a member of the Dorm Council for three yrs.,
his contacts with almost every m an in
the "Dorm," his capable leadership at
the numerous successful a ctivities of
the Hall-all these demonstrate his
earnest toil towards k e€ping t h e Carroll spirit alive.
"Smitty" expects to enter law school
after he has received his Bachelor of
Philosophy Degree ; his major is History, his minors are English and Political Science.

Who's Who . ..

Friday, March 20th, 1942

NEWS

Father Murphy Speaks On
"Socia l Relationships"

Long .. .. that milituff from Shep Fields
The dean of men, Father William J.
on CAISSONS GO ROUJNG .. .. and ....
does 'Bingo' Crosby warbl e BLUES IN
Murphy, S. J., addressed the Sodality
THE NIGHT, yea .. .. and yes, four more
J. Long sides: SlNG ME A SONG OF in the semi-monthly spiritual me€t ing
THE ISLANDS, a nd BLUE SHADOWS
& WHITE GARDENIAS; WHEREVER held in the Students's chapel W ednes-

Armed Forces

YOU ARE and COCONUT GROVE ...... day noon. Father Murphy spoke on
we like Guy Lombardo's THERE
WON'T BE A SHORTAGE OF LOVE .... " Student-social relationships."
and Hoagy Carmichael's SKYLARK gets A-1 treatmen t from Bing.. .. Ink
Spot s fa ns will grab their of It ISN'T
EAST ~ R
A DREAM. ANYMORE .... and Jimmy
Dorsey (&B. Eberly ) h ave sliced TOFOR QUALITY FLOWERS
MORROW'S SUNRISE and I 'm GLAD
THERE IS YOU ....
ITS
SPECIAL: Dinah Shore in her own
waha y tnakin g GOODNIGHT CAPTAlN
CURLYHEAD w it h SKYLARD on 'b"
side ....

BRUNSW IC K

;=:========;;:;::;;==::======Good Food

Soft Drinks

Reggie's Barbecue, Inc.
Riehmond Road & Kinsman Road
BEACHWOOD VILLAGE, 0.
On Route 422
Standard Service Station
Phone: LO. OMIS

GA. 4800

10914 CARNEGIE
AT YOUR PROM THE BEST ARE FROM US.
ORDER YOUR CORSAGES NOW THROUGH

JOE VEN DER
OUR AGENT AT JOHN CARROLL

-====
·~·Be~g:g~ar~o~n~H~o~rs~eb~a~c~k~.'~'------~==~~~~~~~===~===~~~=====~========================lJJ

There's satisfaction in knowing that
the 6Y2¢ revenue tax you pay on every
pack of twenty cigarettes is doing its
bit for Uncle Sam
Every time you buy Chesterfields you get
the satisfaction of a smoke that's definitely
MILDER, far COOLER and BETTER-TASTING.
Chesterfield's superior blend of the
world's best cigarette tobaccos will give -you
more smoking pleasure than you ever had
before. Try a pack of Chesterfields today.

ct.-lAIR
TAVERN

Col. VIVIAN J .
OLSEN, Cadet MARIE
HOFFMAN of the Wome n·s Defens e Ca dets

RENDEZVOUS OF
FAIRER FRIENDS

o f A merica . Th is a nd simi ·
lo r org an iz a ti o ns send

QUALITY SERVICE

Advertisers & Publishers
Michigan 6572

6964 BROADWAY

million s of Milder, Be tter·
Tasting Chesterfields to
the men in uniform.

mighty important in
this man·s army. New
recruit or old-timer...
they all like the ciga·
relte !hot satisfies.

FA. 9661

ALLIANCE
PRINTING
COMPANY
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and was graduated in '40, is station ed
at Pearl Harbor, T. H.
Jim Morgan, member of the Big Four
champ football team of '39, is in California working as a camafleurist . J im
has a natural artistic talent that is being put to use.
Among those who are overseas are:
Lieut. Geo. J . Duckworth, Schofield
Barracks, T. H., and Gordy Hanau,
pardon me, Ensign Hanau, who is stationed in Cuba.

(Continued from page 5 )
successfully for him and for all the
Carroll teams.
Living a t the Hall, Bill has had a
chance•to mix in Bernet sports and in
the Hall Council. As a junior, he managed the dorm intramural basketball
league and in his senior year he managed the intramural football contest.
He was elected to the council t h is
year and has promoted many hall a ctivities With the efficien cy which is
characterist ic of all his work.
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(Continued from page 3 )
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WILUAM TRACY and ELYSE
KNOX (a Chesterfield g irl), stor·
ring in Hoi Roach's comedy hit
HAY FOOT.
Our movie stars are doing a
grand job selling defense bonds

. ·.·;,.. ...___an-d
-ourChesters-oldie---lrs
.
Manyen-tertai-ning
of them choose
field to send to men in uniform.

esterfle

